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Holistic Solutions by Christopher Peck
What is Wealth, Anyway?
Our notions of wealth are too limited. Over the past several
decades, wealth has come to mean control over significant
financial resources: investment portfolios, real estate, and
the rest of what you turn to Natural Investments for help
in deciding about. Historically, wealth has also included
productive land and property: farms, ranches, woodlots,
animals. We have conventionally thought of wealth only in
terms of currency-based net worth statements: “A millionaire
is wealthy.” People often can’t get behind the idea that all of
the value they’ve cultivated in their lives can be contained
in a number. And rightly so: wealth is obviously so much
more than that!

Natural World View by Hal Brill
The Importance of Investing

While I take it as a given that people want to increase
their wealth, I’d just like to expand our picture of what that
increased wealth might look like, moving beyond mere
financial measures.
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Then in 2008, a financial tsunami nearly took down the
entire global system. This served as a giant wake-up call
to Americans who saw their tax money used to rescue the
gamblers and con artists deemed “too big to fail”. Arianna
Huffington started a grass roots campaign called “Move
Your Money.” The idea was simple: take your money out of
the big banks and move it to local community credit unions
and banks. It worked! By 2010, a Zogby poll found that nine
percent of Americans had made the move, fueling strong
growth of local financial institutions.

If you take one thing to ponder from this article, think about
this: all of these crises stem from the fact that the thin slice
of humanity that has the resources to invest in the future is
investing in a world that nobody wants to live in.

This is exciting stuff. From humble beginnings, millions of
people now embrace the notion that their money can and
must be directed with eyes wide open. Whether it is a $100
savings account, or an institutional-sized endowment fund,
investors realize they can choose to manage their money in
ways that reflect their values. It takes courage to stand up to
powerful Wall Street interests. We are enormously grateful
to all those who have heard the call. It feels a lot less lonely
than it did back in 1989!

‘…Investing in a world that nobody wants to live in’ reflects
the sad reality of our continued decimation of both natural and
cultural capital around the world, in the pursuit of personal
and corporate wealth. The
mainstream business world
is starkly agnostic about the
“... the thin slice
key questions of our times,
particularly the climate
of humanity that
crisis and social equity.

Investing in the Change We Want to See
The next phase of investing as a force for change will dwarf
these fledgling efforts. We don’t know what it will be called,
but we do know that Huffington’s elegant phrase describes
what needs to happen: more people need to move more
money!
To make the next leap, we need to do better than Wall
Street: financially, ecologically, and socially! Once again, we
find ourselves among colleagues who are pioneering new
strategies that are actively tuned to address these times. This
time we face an entirely different milieu:
• Wall Street isn’t working. Since 2000, the U.S. stock market
has provided scant returns for investors, earning the name
“the lost decade” (and counting).
• The economy isn’t working. High unemployment,
underemployment and downward mobility are painful
realities of the U.S. job market. Falling home prices and
foreclosures are devastating to families and communities.
Income disparities are increasingly leaving too much of
our national wealth sitting relatively stagnant in the hands
of those who have more than they can use.
• The planet isn’t working. Climate chaos around the world
is rising. Numerous indicators, such as resource depletion,
pandemics and withering poverty, are well into the danger
zone.
• Government isn’t working. Partisanship and big-money
influence is preventing government from tackling serious
challenges to our economy and environment.
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Let’s break this down a bit. ‘The thin slice of humanity that
has the resources to invest in the future…’ refers to the fact
that globally, many people operate at a survival level of
existence, so they are not players in the capital markets. The
majority of investment capital is controlled by relatively few
investors.

has the resources to

To create the world we
want – we must invest in it!
invest in the future
Investing determines how
resources are deployed –
is investing in a
it’s the way we create the
future. Everything we see
world that nobody
and touch in the human
wants to live in.”
world was invested in.
Today, the sole criteria
used to direct most capital
is to seek short-term profits.
Unfortunately, this single metric is a terrible way to run a
planet. Profit can be made in ways that are healthy and life
enhancing, or by exploiting people and the earth. Wall Street
doesn’t differentiate between mountaintop removal profits
and solar energy profits.
In these times of compounding and accelerating crises,
investing-as-usual will no longer suffice. Investing can be –
and is becoming – a tool of human creativity, harnessed to
bring about genuine progress. Sustainability is much more
than a buzzword – it directs human activity in ways that
work with, rather than against, the life support systems of the
planet. Once again in synch with the larger rhythms of life
around us, humanity will find that the era of limits may well
become a time of expanding joy and well being.
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wealth in a much more inclusive manner.
A few years ago I added the overlay
of Ken Wilber’s quadrant model. My
experience sharing this tool with clients
and colleagues, and with students in my
Holistic Financial Planning courses, has
led to continued refinement.
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Let me make a little sense of this diagram.
MOTIVATION
The idea is that each “slice of the pie”
or area within the spokes of the wheel
represents a section of our life, an area
for development and improvement.
EMOTIONAL HEALTH
PHYSICAL HEALTH
Each “slice” or segment has lower levels
of development progressing to higher
COMMUNICATION
levels of development, moving further
FINANCIAL
SKILLS
RESOURCES
out from the center. Wilber’s quadrants
RAPPORT
divide interior (on the left half) from
MIND MAPS
exterior (on the right half), and individual
INTIMACY
(the top half) from collective (the bottom
CONTRIBUTION
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half). This framing creates the interior
COMMUNITY
PRIMARY
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individual quadrant on the top left,
PARTNERS
LEGACY
our internal experiences: our feelings,
SUSTAINABILITY
FAMILY
thoughts, and knowledge. The top right
ECOLOGICAL
FRIENDS
quadrant is the individual exterior, that
FOOTPRINT
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which the outside world can see. The
bottom right is the exterior collective
quadrant, those areas that are outside of
us but part of shared experiences, where
I’ve put our financial resources, our
impact on the world, sustainability, and our contribution to wealth,” Moving to the left, the internal collective quadrant
community. The lower left quadrant is the interior collective, is where I have the personal network and extended relationthe inner experience of groups, where I’ve put measures of ships slice, another key area of wealth development. The
our relationships; primary and beyond. There’s much more Chinese concept of “guanxi” fits here. Guanxi isn’t directly
to say about this framework and tool, but for the moment I translatable into English, but describes both a network of
want to focus on how I use it to help us expand our notions contacts and a personal connection between two people
of wealth.
in which one is able to prevail upon another to perform a
The lower right side of the diagram includes Financial favor or service, or to offer the same to another. The Chinese
Resources, and obviously, this slice is where our traditional actually measure and report on guanxi in their equivalent of
concepts of wealth have solely been focused. But we can the Forbes 100.

pretty easily expand from that slice to spread our wealth
around the wheel. Right next to Financial Resources on
the map is where Socially Responsible Investing (SRI) has
focused our attention. The “Contribution/Community
Service/Legacy” slice encourages us to broaden our scope
beyond our own pocketbook. The evolution of SRI to mean
Sustainable and Responsible Investing is reflected in the
“Sustainability/Ecological Impact” slice.
Above Financial Resources in the external individual quadrant
is Health, a key place to maintain our focus and attention,
since we all know the wisdom of the old adage “health is

The big piece that’s been missing however, is the internal
dimension, the emotional health and well-being development
that is one’s true wealth. Without significant development in
this area, all of the external physical manifestations are of little
import. I include here qualities like balance, contentment,
peace of mind, cultivation and enjoyment of discretionary
time, living the good life, and finding spiritual meaning.
And what does cultivating wealth in this more holistic and
comprehensive manner have to do with anything? In the
next newsletter I’ll be looking at the connection between
wealth and happiness.
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Making a Difference
US SIF: The Forum for Sustainable
and Responsible Investment
by Michael Kramer AIF®
At its first annual conference in Washington D.C. last month,
the Social Investment Forum, the trade association for
our industry, changed its name to US SIF: The Forum for
Sustainable and Responsible Investment. The change keeps
us in line with other SIFs around the world but also adds
the word sustainable to the title, a significant development.
For years, outsiders have often held a limited interpretation
of socially responsible investing as merely avoiding ethically
objectionable industries or companies. Adding the element
of sustainable investing reflects the more recent trend of
drawing from the work of outstanding leaders in various
sectors who have been charting the way in addressing
sustainability issues.
This conference was different from the SRI in the Rockies
event that we’ve attended each fall for over twenty years, in
that US SIF’s focus is less on
financial advisors and more
on broader industry issues
such as public policy, shareholder advocacy, research,
and public relations. As
such,
the
conference
featured outstanding participants who are at the heart of
the major financial issues of
our time. Elizabeth Warren,
President Obama’s special
assistant who has headed Elizabeth Warren
the team developing the
newly established Consumer Financial Protection Bureau
(CFPB), which will formally take charge of overseeing
nineteen federal statutes this month, spoke of the emerging
“Know What You Owe” initiative that provides consumer
documents and calculators to make mortgage and credit
card fees more transparent to consumers.
Former Vice President Al Gore, who is chairman of a global
sustainable investment firm, was in an unusually impassioned
mood, and while he thanked all of us in the SRI industry
for providing the foundation for sustainable investment long
before he got into the game, he repeated his call for greater
national attention on the survival and economic risks posed
by climate change. While he hoped more businesses would
stop sticking their head in the sand, he cast his greatest blame
on elected officials. “People don’t see any sense of urgency
on this issue,” said Mr. Gore, “especially here in Washington
where the lobbyists control the political agenda. People think
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climate change is some eventuality, but it’s already here, and
yet people are still unwilling to adapt.”
Securities and Exchange Commissioner Ken Aguilar
lamented his agency’s low funding level (they have only
3800 employees, while the FDIC has 8100), but claimed that
the recent implementation of “say on pay” rules has resulted
in increased and improved communication among shareholders and management, with many companies (including
the likes of GE) adopting performance-based executive
compensation programs before the say on pay shareholder
votes are taken. And, thirty-one companies to date have
failed to receive shareholder support for their executive
compensation packages, which sent a clear message to
them; however, keep in mind that the “say on pay” votes are
advisory only and not mandatory.
Because we were in D.C., we spent a great day on the Hill
advocating for industry positions to our respective Congress
people. I had meetings with all three of mine, and they went
very well. In addition to asking Congress to appoint a CFPB
Director, the issues addressed include:
• Adequate funding for the Securities and Exchange
Commission and Commodities Futures Trading
Commission to properly implement all the new Dodd-Frank
requirements, which include re-establishing the Investor
Advisory Committee and the Investor Advocate, issuing
forty-one new rules (of which seven have been issued in
final form to date), completing twenty requested studies
(of which seven have already been completed), overseeing
one hundred new regulations, and establishing five new
offices to regulate derivatives, register hedge and private
equity funds, monitor credit rating agencies, investigate
the claims of whistleblowers, and oversee advisors in the
municipals field;
• Establish an SRI option within the federal employee
retirement plan (HR 2130);
• Continued funding for the Community Development
Financial Institution Fund; and
• Stopping the passage of legislation to prevent the EPA from
regulating greenhouse gas emissions while also creating
new legislation that addresses the risks and opportunities
presented by climate change
There has been a lot of press about the conference in recent
weeks, so clearly the decision by US SIF to organize its own
event will raise the organization’s stature. As the voice of
our industry with policymakers, our visibility in Washington
is critical, especially since our views about such issues as
financial reform and environmental regulations counter
those of conventional financial firms. It was a great event,
and I’m happy to have represented you and our firm there.

What’s Up on Wall Street
A New Definition of Value and Wealth
by Scott Secrest AAMS®
Investors saw stock values decline throughout much of the
second quarter. Thanks to a final week rally, some stock
market measures finished slightly up, while others finished
lower. The primary reasons for the market headwinds
were similar to the issues faced last summer – evidence
of a weakening global economic recovery including high
unemployment, concerns about real estate values in further
decline, and worries over the debt situation of several
European countries, most notably Greece.
On top of it this time, we have the expiration of a significant
government stimulus package known as “QE2” (quantitative
easing II) for which the consequences are uncertain. Adding
concern is the federal government’s need to raise its debt
limit this summer or risk default on its obligations, which
would be sure to roil the markets in dramatic fashion.
The broadly based measure of U.S. large company stocks,
the S&P 500, managed to eke out a small gain for the quarter
of 0.10% - good news considering it was
negative for much of the quarter. Smaller
U.S. companies fared less well losing 1.60%
for the quarter. Foreign stocks, broadly
measured, were up modestly at 0.30%,
while U.S. bond investments performed
well for the quarter, gaining up to 2.29%.
Economic growth of 3% or better is
considered necessary to spur hiring by
employers and make any measurable
dent in unemployment numbers. The U.S.
economy typically grows at a rate of 3.6%
during economic expansion. However, the
final growth number for the U.S. during the
first quarter was less than 2%.
The Fed’s QE2 stimulus program injected
money into the economy, with the hope
of spurring investment via businesses
expanding and hiring as well as new
investment in the stock, bond, and real
estate markets. In addition, the extra dollars
were expected to help make credit and
lending more available. As QE2 wound
down, it appeared to have been successful
in creating a “wealth effect” by helping the stock market and
many commodities to rise. Those in the markets did well,
though jobs and housing didn’t see noticeable improvement.

largely driven by the usefulness or “utility” of something,
whether a person’s labor or the things they own or produce
(animals, land, a bushel of grain, etc.). Value was directly
related to the utility and/or income they might produce.
Jumping many years ahead, we now live in a world which
includes a vast financial infrastructure that supports our
highly complex economy. Countless hedging, arbitrage,
and derivative financial instruments are in use every day,
representing trillions of dollars in “value.” But this value
only exists on the green felt table, which is our highly
complex economy. Real estate and securities, – as well
as so-called risk-management instruments – have values
that are decided by markets of buyers and sellers, all of
whom are operating within the definition of “value” we’ve
all become accustomed to.
In the material sense, the sum of these values—both individually and as a society—is our wealth. Yet, the expansion
of wealth is not boundless under any construct, natural or
artificial. It would be a frightening day indeed if we sharpened
our pencils and recalculated our wealth based on the actual
utility of our collective property.
As sustainable investors, we
believe in a more utility-derived
understanding of value, though
we won’t, nor should we, go
back to this entirely. But, we
do believe that companies
making
useful,
recycled,
recyclable, efficiently-produced
and distributed products in a
decentralized national grid of
manufacturing and production,
are becoming a critical part in
the new definition of value and
wealth. And, they may just help
provide the employment that
QE2 has thus far failed to do.
The U.S. is in the position now of
needing to revitalize its national
economy from the bottom up.
Investment in regional and
community economies to create
jobs centered on new green
industries is the most promising
path to creating desperately needed employment and to
grow within our ecological boundaries.

This “wealth effect” brings attention to the very concept of
“value” and “wealth.” In earlier human history, “value” was
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Financial Life Planning
Financial Planning,
Natural Investments Style
by Greg Garvan
It’s a great pleasure to add my voice to those of the rest of the
Natural Investments team here in the quarterly newsletter.
Though a relative newcomer to the NI world, I’ve spent the
past twenty-plus years helping people connect their values
to their money life, and I’d like to offer a series of biggerpicture financial planning questions for you to consider and
bring into conversations with your advisor. It’s common that
many people narrow their focus with investment advisors
to consideration of their investment portfolio, but there is of
course much more that affects both your financial health,
and the full embodiment of your values into the ways that
your money moves in the world.
Estate planning is the next step beyond simply choosing a risk
tolerance level that reflects how close you are to retirement,
and so how much accessible cash liquidity you have in your
portfolio. How closely have you looked at the practicalities
of what will occur as you approach death, and how your
resources will be distributed after you die?

The Center for Practical Bioethics publication Caring
Conversations offers a good starting point for family
discussions.
This is the realm of estate planning. The first question is –
no surprise – do you have a will? How about a health care
proxy and durable power of attorney? These give health care
decision-making power to those you most trust, and can
free doctors from the obligation to use “heroic measures”
to keep you alive past the point that you would want. There
are several useful guides to this process that can help you
to explore, then articulate, the choices that you would like
to have carried out if you become seriously ill. Particularly
if you are non-married partners, this is crucial. Who wants
to find out that they don’t have the access to doctors or
decisions once a health care crisis is underway? Likewise,
estate planning will assure that your assets are directed to
the survivors who you would like to see receive them, and
assure that they are transferred without unexpected tax
consequences. Find a good lawyer with SRI sensibilities and
take care of your life intentions.
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Annual tax planning
is the next thing to
consider. Are you just
reacting to the 1040,
or are you proactively
planning? Are you
using strategic charitable giving, at levels
that make sense in
your tax bracket, to
fund social change that
is dear to your heart?
Do you review your
alternative/complementary medical costs for consideration on a Schedule
A? If self-employed, are you doing a summer review to be
able to plan best for the last six months of your expenses?
Become a “tax planner,” and put your intentions to work in
an efficient way.
The last topic for now is insurance, a major expense that
often gets less thought than it deserves. While there are no
specifically sustainable or responsible insurance companies,
there are ways you can be an intentional, wise consumer.
On home and auto coverage, check your deductibles, and
consider setting them to at least to one thousand dollars, to
minimize your premium costs. Almost any car over seven
years old should be reviewed by your agent to see if carrying
collision and/or comprehensive coverage still makes sense.
Does your homeowner’s coverage have separate riders for
any items that are valued over $2k? Should it? Cameras,
jewelry, art, and musical instruments are often not covered
under the normal policy. Individual item riders tend to be
very inexpensive, and can be crucial to full coverage on
such items; an appraisal may make sense on things that lack
a clearly documentable value. Do you have life insurance?
If you needed it at some point in life (such as when you
had young children), do you still need it now? If not, can
you donate it to one of your favorite social change charities?
Do you want “Long Term Care,” and do you know enough
about it to make a sound decision? This LTC coverage is
often described falling under the “what will make you sleep
better?” options – it may or may not make financial sense,
but many clients make the decision based on what makes
them feel most comfortable looking ahead.
More on connecting your values and your money next time!
I hope this helps you extend your Natural Investments sensibility beyond just your investment portfolio. Please feel free
to contact me with any questions.

Beyond the Headlines
Business Alliance for Local
Living Economies
by James Frazier
If you believe that positive change in the world must include
fundamental changes in our economy and how we do
business, and if you believe that the most power we have
to effect real change lies right where we live, in our local
communities, then you should know about the Business
Alliance of Local Living Economies (BALLE, pronounced
“ball-ey”).
BALLE is a consortium of business networks spread across
the USA and Canada. Each of these networks brings together
the green, sustainable, locally focused businesses of a given
region. Each network is independent and autonomous,
focusing on the unique resources, culture, and challenges of
its area. BALLE acts as a forum for all of these green business
networks to share information, encourage each other, and
coordinate their agendas.
It sounds simple, but that’s probably where the beauty is.
By linking together over 22,000 small businesses across
the continent, BALLE has turned what would otherwise
be lots of well-intentioned but unconnected green
businesses into a force for advancing local, sustainable,
human-scale business practices in the world, starting at
the grassroots level. According to its website, “BALLE
believes that local, independent businesses are among
our most potent change agents, uniquely prepared to
take on the challenges of the twenty-first century with
an agility, sense of place, and relationship-based approach
others lack.”
In today’s globalized world, where it seems that big, abstract
entities such as nations and corporations dominate the news
and control the agenda, why do small, local economies and
businesses even matter at all? To name a few reasons:
1) Local economies are more resilient. A supply chain that
stretches around the globe is more apt to fail during crisis
than one that depends more on locally sourced materials.
This is a great reason to support your local farmers and food
suppliers by doing as much business with them as possible.
They deserve your support, and they will feed you when the
going gets tough.
2) Dollars spent locally increase your community’s collective
prosperity much more than dollars spent with large corporations. This is because locally-owned businesses hire
more locally, source their products more locally, and keep
their profits local instead of sending them off to corporate
headquarters. Those local dollars are re-spent many times,
creating financial abundance via “the multiplier effect.” The

same principle applies to investing your money in local
small businesses instead of Wall Street.
3) Local businesses run by local people often take better care
of the environment and the unique culture of their locale
than large businesses run in a “one size fits all” style from far
away. Because locals have a real connection to the land and
the people that live there, they are better stewards of place.
I recently had the pleasure of attending BALLE’s national
conference in Bellingham, Washington. Over 600 people
came from all over the continent (and world) to teach and
learn, inspire and be inspired. It broadened my horizons,
as I learned about efforts to bring sustainable, human-scale
business practices to areas I hadn’t thought of, like fashion
design and marine fisheries.
I heard luminaries of the sustainable and communityfocused investment world speak on inspiring topics. Leslie
Christian of Portfolio 21 (a mutual fund found in many
Natural Investments client portfolios) spoke of a Modern
Portfolio Theory featuring community investing at its heart

instead of at its fringe—an idea that we at NI are working to
bring to life. Then, David Berge of Vancity (the largest credit
union in Canada) blew everyone away when he said that the
global woman’s economy is poised to grow faster than the
much-vaunted high-growth emerging economies of India
and China in the coming years!
From the BALLE perspective, the future is looking bright,
because the potential for positive change is greatest at
the community level, where local people, neighbors and
businesses, can empower one another to make good things
happen. BALLE lays out its vision of the future on its web
site, stating boldly that “Within a generation, we envision a
global system of human-scale, interconnected Local Living
Economies that function in harmony with local ecosystems,
meet the basic needs of all people, support just and
democratic societies, and foster joyful community life.” After
spending a few days at the BALLE conference, that vision
seems more real than ever to me!
To learn more about BALLE, check out their website at www.
livingeconomies.org.
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